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1+1=3,
explained
ACS' Dr.
LaMar
McGinnis

Collaboration
was the mission,
and truly the
spirit of the first-
time, statewide
conference
focused on

quality cancer care put on by Georgia CORE on Nov. 27. Attended
by nearly 140 administrators, doctors, nurses, navigators, genetic
counselors and registrars, "Best and Promising Practices in Quality
Cancer Care: Meeting the 2012 Commission on Cancer Standards"
was targeted to multi-disciplinary representatives of CoC accredited
programs.
 
Read more     

GeorgiaCancerInfo holding court with
"Downton Abbey"

Georgia's innovative comprehensive cancer care website,
GeorgiaCancerInfo.org, is featured in a promo spot for the PBS
television series "Downton Abbey." 
 
Read more

CORE Bits
 

Presentations from "Georgia's Best and Promising Practices:
Meeting the 2012 Commission on Cancer Standards"
conference are now available online.  
Georgia CORE is hiring an Education and Communications
Coordinator for Breast Cancer Genomics Education.  Learn
more
Georgia CORE will participate in the Public Broadcasting
Atlanta Health & Wellness Fair on Saturday, Jan. 26, 2013
at Perimeter Mall. As part of our sponsorship, WABE will run
short commercials for GeorgiaCancerInfo.org through
January.
On March 14, 2013 Georgia CORE President and CEO Nancy
Paris will join former Governor Roy Barnes as keynote for
the Georgia Chapter of the ACS Cancer Action Network's
annual research breakfast.
The Advocacy Committee of Cancer Patient Navigators
of Georgia is interested in gathering stories from survivors
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GeorgiaCancerInfo.org

and their caregivers about how Patient Navigators (PN)
impacted their cancer journey. If you have a story that you
would like to share, please click here to contact a committee
member and learn more.
If you need assistance in meeting the new CoC Standard for
Genetic Counseling, please email Kimmie Lewis, Genetic
Services Coordinator.

  

A note from Nancy
 
Georgia CORE was formed in 2003 to help increase the number and
availability of cancer clinical trials. As we approach our 10-year
anniversary, we can reflect on how our mission has evolved. We
have, indeed, helped to increase the volume and accessibility of
clinical trials - by 65 percent, just over the last four years. 
      Yet, as the only organization with an exclusive statewide focus
on helping people fight cancer, we have realized that Georgia CORE
does so much more. We keep Georgia healthcare providers
updated on the most effective and promising practices of cancer
care as exemplified in last month's well-attended and well-received
conference. This is, in fact, one of the greatest benefits of our vast
collaborative network. We also promote cancer prevention and
screening in communities throughout Georgia through six regional
coalitions created under the former Georgia Cancer Coalition.
Finally, Georgia CORE generates broader, deeper support for
patients and families fighting cancer by maintaining
GeorgiaCancerInfo.org and supporting the Cancer Patient
Navigators of Georgia.
      As cancer care has evolved in Georgia, so has the mission of
Georgia CORE. Thanks to you - our members and partners, we
together are creating a healthier Georgia, with a higher quality of
cancer care for our increasing number of patients, and a greater
likelihood of discovering breakthrough therapies to increase the
number of our survivors.
      My sincerest gratitude goes to our committed leaders - the
dedicated and fabulous Georgia CORE board of directors. You are
truly inspiring, and make all of us on the Georgia CORE staff know
that the work we are doing is appreciated and good.
      And to our partners, Georgia CORE would not be the
collaborative network enterprise that it is without you.
      May you all enjoy a safe and spirited holiday season.
 
Nancy M. Paris, MS, FACHE
President and CEO

   
 Georgia CORE is a private non-profit funded by the Georgia Research Alliance, 
Wilbur and Hilda Glenn Family Foundation, government grants, research contracts and
private contributions.  Through Georgia CORE, the state's cancer community works
together to share new knowledge, discover more effective treatments, and strengthen
the quality of cancer care in our state. More information is at www.georgiacore.org.
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